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                                             (Under CBCS Pattern)   
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             Subject- Mathematics                                  Time-1 hr 30 min. 

             Paper- GE-4T ( Ring Theory & Linear Algebra I ) 

                                           Questions are of equal value. 

 Answer any one question out of six questions :                       

  1.  (a) Show that the cancellation law holds in a ring R if and only if R has no divisor of zero. 

       (b) In a ring (R,+,.), prove that a.(-b)=(-a).b= -(a.b) for all a,b ϵ R. 

       (c) Let R be a ring. The centre of R is the subset Z(R) defined by Z(R)={xϵ R: xr=rx for all rϵR}. 
Then prove that Z(R) is a subring of R. 

  2. (a) Prove that every field is an integral domain. Is the converse true? Justify with example. 

      (b) Examine if the ring of matrices { (
2

): a,bϵ R} is a field. 

      (c) Define Ring, Field and Integral domain. 

  3. (a) Find a basis for the vector space Rᵌ, that contains the vectors (1,2,1) and (3,6,2). 

      (b)  Find the basis and dimension of the subspace S of Rᵌ defined by  

             S= {(x,y,z)ϵ Rᵌ: 2x+y-z = 0 }. 

      (c) Let { α,β,γ } be a basis of a real vector space V and c be a non zero real number. Prove 
that (α+cβ, β+cγ, γ+cα} may not be a basis of V. 

  4. (a)  Let V and W be vector spaces over a field F. Show that a linear mapping T: V→ W is 
invertible if and only if T is one-to-one and onto.  

      (b) Determine the linear mapping T: Rᵌ→Rᵌ which maps the basis vectors 
(0,1,1),(1,0,1),(1,1,0) of R which maps the basis vectors (0,1,1),(1,0,1),(1,1,0) of Rᵌ to 
(1,1,1),(1,1,1),(1,1,1) respectively. Verify that dim KerT+ dim ImT= 3. 

      (c) Prove that the linear mapping T: Rᵌ→Rᵌ defined by T(x,y,z)=(x+y,y+z,z+x), (x,y,z)ϵRᵌ is one 
to one and onto. 



  5. (a) Prove that the characteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a prime number.  

       (b)  Define characteristic of a ring. If in a ring (R,+,.), a²=a for all aϵ R, prove that charR=2. 

       (c) Define homomorphism of rings. Let R=(Z,+,.) and  :RR be defined by  (x)=2x,xϵZ. 

Examine   is homomorphism or not. 

  6. (a)  A linear mapping T: Rᵌ→Rᵌ is defined by T(x,y,z) = (x-y,x+2y,y+3z), (x,y,z)ϵRᵌ. Show that T 
is non singular and determine T-1  . 

           (b) Prove that in a field F, a² =b² implies either a=b or a= -b for a,b in F. 

           (C) In Rᵌ, α=(4,3,5), β=(0,1,3), γ=(2,1,1). Examine if α is a linear combination of β and γ .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


